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Misc. Cr!. (bail) Case No.397l2020

Seen the petition filed urs.439 of cr.p.c. seeking bail for

accused person namely Biswajit Ray who was arrested and detained in Tezpur

jail Hazot since 27-09-2020 in connection with Missamari P.S. case No. 86/2020

(corresponding G.R. Case fuo. ZTZOIZOZO) U/s 380 of IpC.

case diary as called for, has been received and perused the

same. Also heard ld. Counsel for both the sides.

Brief fact of the case is that on 23-g-zo at about 5 p.m.

2 Nos. of .303 rifle along with 30 live ammunitions belonging to the accused

per,sonl, who was seruing in the Forest Department, were stolen by some

miscreants from the 24 KM Ap camp of Kalamati Range under sonai Rupai

Wildlife Sanctuary. Following this incident the present accused person was

arrested and he was remanded to judicial custody.

on perusal of the case diary it appears that after 16-10-20

there has been no progress in the investigation of the case. The accused

person has been languishing in judicial custody since 27-9-20. Ld. Addl.p.p. has

also conceded to the fact that the accused person has spent a suitable period

in judicial custody.

However, considering the overall materials in the case diary and

the length of detention in particular, I am of the considered view that grant of

bail to the aforesaid accused at this stage of investigation cannot be said to be

prejudicial to the interest of the case.

I am fufther of the view that custodial detention of the accused

is not required for any purpose of investigation at this stage.

consequently, the present accused person is allowed to go on

bail of Rs.10,000/- (Rupees ten thousand) onry with one surety of like amount

to the satisfaction of the Ld. Elaka Magistrate on the following conditions :

(1) That he shall duly cooperate with the investigation of this

case.
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(2) That he shall not intimidate any of the witnesses of this

case.

(3) That he shall not leave the jurisdiction of this court for a

period of two months from today in the interest of

investigation.

Let the case diary be sent back.

Misq case stands accordingly disposed of.
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Additional Sessions Judge
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